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Baby was a black sheep, baby was a whore
Baby got big and baby get bigger
Baby get something, baby get more
Baby, baby, baby was a rock and roll nigger

Oh, look around you, all around you
Riding on a copper wave
Do you like the world around you?
Are you ready to behave?

Outside of society
They're waitin' for me
Outside of society
That's where I want to be

Lenny!

Baby was a black sheep, baby was a whore
You know she got big, well, she's gonna get bigger
Baby got a hand, got a finger on the trigger
Baby, baby, baby is a rock and roll nigger

Outside of society
That's where I want to be
Outside of society
They're waitin' for me

Those who have suffered, understand suffering
And thereby extend their hand
The storm that brings harm also makes fertile
Blessed is the grass
And herb and the true thorn and light

I was lost in a valley of pleasure
I was lost in the infinite sea
I was lost, and measure for measure
Love spewed from the heart of me
I was lost, and the cost
And the cost didn't matter to me
I was lost, and the cost
Was to be outside society

Jimi Hendrix was a nigger
Jesus Christ and Grandma, too
Jackson Pollock was a nigger
Nigger, nigger, nigger, nigger, nigger, nigger, nigger

Outside of society
They're waitin' for me
Outside of society
If you're looking, that's where you'll find me

Outside of society
They're waitin' for me
Outside of society

Rock N Roll Nigger

Patti Smith's "Rock N Roll Nigger"
epitomizes all that was right, for some,
and wrong, for others, with Rock N Roll.
The song glorified the rebellious
outsiders. It used offensive language,
and never got any real radio airtime. Yet
the song was a huge pleaser at Patti
Smith's concerts. It provided fuel to
those who wanted to believe that Rock
N Roll was the devil's music. To me, the
way Patti Smith half-sang and half-
screamed the song's lyrics and its frantic,
pounding beat made me believe that
there might well be an uncomfortable
truth to find on the fringes of polite
society.  

This series draws on photos of three
models, Drew, Zoi and Daphne. Drew is
a model and a photographer for the
Suicide Girls, a group that embraces the
outcast lifestyle. For each of these
images, I projected photos of punk rock
symbols onto the models using a mini-
beamer. In Drew's case, these blend with
her elaborate tattoos. For all three, the
results are a montage of strong young
women with these symbols of otherness,
providing a sense that danger lurks just
below the surface of their digitally-
painted skin. 
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